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Executive Summary
Weedery is a platform connecting the global cannabis community.

We understand the global challenges, and therefore we developed these three
pillars to offer the best solutions:

1) Products & Services: the ecosystem inside weedery.com will offer products
and services designed to make it an attractive place for the cannabis com-
munity. The center of it all: a forum and club area where real connections
are made. All community members will have room to grow their reputa-
tion and wallet based on their contributions to the Weedery community.

2) WDRY: the platform will have it’s own payment system to answer the grow-
ing demand for a trust-worthy currency, backed by large brands from this
industry.

3) Legal framework: to ensure we are and remain future proof, we will always
adhere to a legal framework. This legal framework will be developed and
updated by professionals, to protect the platform and it’s stakeholders,
whichever country we operate in.

Weedery is founded by experienced and established business people from the
cannabis and crypto industry.

We will only sell 20% of total token supply; 80% remain within Weedery. This re-
flects our strong belief in the token utility and the future price development of
WDRY.
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Q1 2022
Launch a functional community platform for
interaction and tokenomics

Q2 2022
Expand the teams to drive additional B2B and B2C
value, launch Weedery Connect

Q3 2022 Expand marketing and community activities

Q4 2022
Expand AR/VR, mobile app to enhance the metaverse
experience, launch Weedery game

Milestones

Roadmap Products & Services Engagement & Metaverse Real World

Q1

Distribution centre

Weedery Connect

Weedery Wallet

Weedery Token

NFT’s

2022
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Q2
Manufacturing

White Label

Decentralized Exchange

Land in SandBox Metaverse

Weedery Market

Weedery Club

Weedery.world

Q3

Start of bi-montly events, saminars, webinars

Q4
Weedery Game (P2E)

Q1
Mobile App Club & Forum

Q2
Rating System

2023

2022

Roadmap Products & Services Engagement & Metaverse Real World
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1. Introduction
What is Weedery?
Weedery is a platform to connect the global cannabis community.

Weedery offers services and products that are in high demand by both busi-
nesses and consumers. Combined, they support the growth and development of
the true potential of the most famous plant on the planet.

Why would our audience choose us over the competition?
Until today, there is not a single platform offering the combination which Weed-
ery offers:

1. Marketplace for services and products
2. Own token as payment/reward currency backed by major brands
3. NFT’s as entrance to the club
4. (Exclusive) Content specifically designed for the cannabis community
5. Education specifically aimed at the wants/needs of the cannabis com-

munity

What makes us different and unique?
Weedery is unique because we will develop our entire platform based on our in-
depth understanding of the cannabis industry.

All stakeholders combined have a significant understanding and a successful
track record of cannabis related businesses.

Our DNA

Our mission
Hosting the global cannabis community in one self-sustaining platform.

Our vision
Connecting the cannabis community including all required tools.
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Our values
Pioneers, competent, ambitious, inclusive, resilient, open minded, heart, real

Who is the team behind Weedery?
Our team has the following experience in setting up and managing:
- Leading international brands
- European distribution centres
- Large scale manufacturing sites (soil, nutrients, lamps and more)
- One of the largest online cannabis communities in Europe
- Cannabis cultivation operations
- Chain of grow shops
- Training of customers and employees
- Global sales and commercial teams
- Crypto/blockchain projects
- international farming projects

All the above within the cannabis space.

2.For who?
Our audience
Weedery will offer content, products, education and relevant services towards
two target audiences:

1) cannabis oriented consumers
2) cannabis oriented businesses

On the consumer side we will focus on:
1) Hobby growers
2) CBD consumers
3) THC consumers (medicinal and recreational)
4) Hobby (crypto) investors
5) People who want to learn more about cannabis

On the business side we will focus on:
1) Brands looking for an audience
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2) Distributors
3) Professional growers
4) Licenced producers
5) Manufacturers (from equipment to seeds)
6) Grow Shops
7) Consultants
8) Professional (crypto) investors
9) Recruitment agencies (fastest growing segment)

What are the benefits of being part of the Weedery?
By becoming part of the platform, our members can:

- Expand their network
- Buy and review products
- Expand knowledge
- Invest in projects
- Have fun

Geographics
In general, depending on the legal framework of a country, Weedery will adjust
the accessible content to stay within legislation.

In 2022 we will launch in Europe, while shaping the groundwork already laid out
in USA.

In 2023 we will launch in the USA, and prepare for launch in Asia (ETA 2024).

This means the content, portfolio, terms & conditions and more will all be adjus-
ted in line with the legislation, language and expectations of these regions.

One size does not fit all. But the need to connect on a global level remains.
Weedery will be a true global platform to improve knowledge, business and the
true potential of cannabis.
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3.Future proof platform / security
Compliance
While following and respecting national guidelines, we will also demand active
participants of the Weedery platform to follow strict house rules, to ensure a
platform in which our community can thrive.

To achieve this level of commitment, we will apply screening procedures such as
KYC (Know Your Customer) and contracts, before allowing any business to the
platform.

Just like any club, no one single individual or company is bigger than the plat-
form. If we all follow the guidelines, we all benefit. It is as simple as that.

For clarity: we will never promote or support any products or services in a market
where it is deemed illegal.

4.Next level technology
Metaverse
Weedery will buy land in the popular Metaverse Sandbox, to build a space for
our members to interact with eachother.

Weedery Tech (Blockchain)
We successfully completed a WDRY PoC in Q1 2022, using the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) technology as a layer one platform (BEP-20). The results were as ex-
pected, and we decided to continue using BSC for WDRY tokens.

To minimize risks and maximize resource efficieny, our philosophy is to think in-
side-the-box. Use what is available already where possible and not reinvent the
wheel.

That’s why we use the most popular open-source frameworks for building web-
sites and communities. Which also applies to the e-commerce and crypto token
solutions we have developed.
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We use standardised and proven systems for our core business, because it is es-
sential when looking at key factors like stability and security, for getting profes-
sional support and hiring expertise globally.

NFT
As a memberhip card to our Weedery Club and the Play-to-Earn (P2E) game,
Weedery will offer a collection of 10.000 unique NFT’s.

GAME
The game will enhance the metaverse experience, increase community engage-
ment, and give our members the opportunity of practising what they love.

We have already started developing our own VR Weedery game with the follow-
ing elements:

- Virtual coffeeshop to interact with other members
- Cannabis cultivation game, using brands (partners) to get better results.

The purpose of the game is to grow and sell weed, starting from scratch and ulti-
mately evolving into a business giant.

Members will be able to play-to-earn (P2E); the more they develop their skills, the
better rewards they get.

We will initially make the game available on our website in Q4-2022, and later in
a mobile app as well.

The players use WDRY tokens for buying and selling products and services, in-
cluding digital items.
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5.Cannabis market challenges
and… solutions

Financial infrastructure
Banks are reluctant towards managing cash and doing business with customers
in the cannabis industry. Retailers associated with cannabis are risking being put
out of business, because they are denied to bank facilities.

Cash is increasingly being replaced by digital money. Nations are piloting (central-
ised) cryptocurrencies (CBDC).

PayPal embraces digital assets, as long as they are within their own ecosystem.

We believe there is an urgent need for an alternative that could offer – anyone,
anywhere, at any time – an open, reliable, fast and cost-effective solution for
managing financial transactions.

That is why the Weedery has it’s own Financial Platform, powered by blockchain,
and fuelled by the Weedery token.

Legislation
In the USA different states have different laws, ranging from being illegal (South
Carolina) to having a legally thriving industry (California), while remaining illegal
on a Federal level.

In the EU we are in the early stages of legislation, but the speed in which it will
develop depends on the progressive mindset of each country.

Countries such as Germany and Switzerland are set to legalise recreational can-
nabis in 2023, whereas personal consumption in France can lead up to jail time.

In many countries medical cannabis is gaining ground, although heavily restric-
ted.
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In Asia, Thailand is leading the green wave by building huge farms and facilities.
They are set to become a global player in CBD/THC, while other Asian countries
still apply severe penalties for carrying 1gr of cannabis.

Weedery.com can make laws more visible, enabling serious and recognised com-
panies to do business in a convenient manner.

In general, most cannabis brands have practically no access to marketing chan-
nels in Europe, since many channels refuse promoting cannabis products.

Weedery fulfils this need, by becoming the starting point to explore possibilities
for conducting direct marketing to target groups, combining all available chan-
nels inside the platform.

Why blockchain and WDRY tokens?
We want to provide a secure platform with a stable flow of interactions and pay-
ments. That is the single biggest reason to launch WDRY token as the only cur-
rency inside the Weedery.

Our partners can benefit from the community through our reward systems,
Smart Contracts, gamification and engaging loyalty programs.
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6. Public Launch 20th April 2022
Welcome to our homepage. Once you select ‘consumer’ or ‘business’, your jour-
ney can begin.

Weedery.com
This is where connections and friendships are made. From on-demand educa-
tional content to webinars, from a moderated chat room to discussions about
any topic in our industry. Supported by VR/AR in the metaverse, the B2B and B2C
possibilities are endless.

There will be a significant amount of information available, made by and for the
community, such as blog posts, podcasts and visual content.

Weedery World

Weedery.world is a user-driven platform, in which members will be rewarded for
their engagement and activities, such as

- writing and commenting on articles
- providing feedback
- giving ratings
- general interaction
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Enthusiasts who have a common interest in cannabis, can build their profile on-
line and interact with each other to discuss, develop and learn, in our Forum. The
discussions will be moderated 24/7 by our community moderators.

Weedery.world will be available in desktop/web and as a mobile application (iOS/
Android).

People in this group are mainly private individuals, not businesses. The number
of members in Weedery World will be unlimited.

Weedery Club

Weedery Club will have it’s own space in the metaverse, and will have more op-
tions than the forum, such as:

● Live connection with sound and camera so members can talk, see and
hang out while smoking weed online.

● Access to services and products from our partners, along with all the bene-
fits that come with the Weedery Club.

● Early access to everything from events to product launches.
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This will be a closed club with initial members coming through the NFT raise. In
Q2 2022 there will be initially 10K memberships available in our Weedery Club.

All memberships are issued as NFT’s.

Weedery Business Club

Our Business Club will only be accessible for registered businesses only, follow-
ing a KYC (Know Your Customer) procedure. We will implement criteria and pro-
cedures to protect a certain desired professional level.

7. Weedery Products & Services
Besides the club and forum, we will provide services for our business partners:

Weedery Connect

Weedery has access to an extensive network with decades of experience in the
cannabis industry. By engaging Weedery Connect, businesses can get assistance
within the below areas.

Network & business development:
- Finding strategic partners and/or investors
- Sourcing specific equipment, raw materials or manufacturing capacity
- Connecting the business’ products and services to new buyers (B2B/B2C)

Insights & legislation:
- Research, strategic plans and insights for product launches
- Screening products against local legislation
- Test panels to evaluate ideas/products before scaling up

Recruitment & management:
- Recruitment of qualified staff within the industry
- Interim management
- Training of sales teams
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Weedery Distribution Centre

Distribution partners across Europe (and later other continents) will offer the lo-
gistical tools you may need to start or scale up your business.

Weedery Manufacturing Services

We have access to some of the best manufacturing sites in the world and grow-
licences in the EU and the US. These services can only be accessed by being a
member of our Business Club and by using the WDRY token as payment.

Weedery Rating System

We will incentivise our community to provide feedback on any product or service
available in the cannabis industry. Reviews can be provided by anyone, as long as
they are registered in our forum. Weedery Club Members will have access to ad-
ditional insights and recommendations, compared to forum members.

Weedery Marketplace

The Marketplace is a classic online space where all our partners’ products are
available for sale by use of WDRY tokens.

6.Weedery Financial Platform
We have developed a decentralised finance (De-Fi) solution that provides an
open, reliable, fast and cost-effective solution for managing financial transac-
tions; the Weedery Financial Platform, powered by blockchain, and fuelled by the
Weedery token.

The foundation of our blockchain powered platform is made of tokens (fungible
and non-fungible), the crypto wallet and payment plug-in.

WDRY is supported by Metamask, Binance Smart Chain wallets, and our
proprietary Weedery Wallet. Anyone can trade our social utility tokens at the
decentralized exchange https://pancakeswap.finance - at any time, from
anywhere in the world.

Any NFT holder is free to sell their asset at any time, without any obligations, but
at the cost of no longer having access to Weedery Club.
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Weedery Tokens and Smart Contracts

The first generation blockchain technology, like Bitcoin, only captured basic data
in a transaction; currency amount, from and to what accounts, time, date, etc.

The second generation blockchains, like Ethereum, enables inclusion of any in-
formation into a transaction. For example, information about origin and quality
of seeds could be confirmed by two parties, upon sending and receiving those,
using their digital fingerprints (private keys).

Weedery Digital Assets: WDRY and NFT’s

The Weedery token, WDRY, is our proprietary digital currency. Inside the ecosys-
tem, WDRY will be the sole means of payment by all participants in our network;
from manufacturers, processors and distributors, to retailers such as dispensar-
ies, coffee shops, and online stores.

When a business or consumer pays Weedery for any service, product or item, all
cryptocurrencies are accepted, but only WDRY tokens will benefit from privileges,
discounts and reward programs.

Weedery NFT’s are unique digital assets. They are non-fungible, and can hence
not be used as common means of payment (even though they have an economic
value).

Holding a member-related NFT in a digital wallet (like Metamask) grants access to
Weedery Club, and all the associated benefits.

Limited editions will represent a unique digital property in the form of member-
ship and a specific set of privileges.
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Utility of weedery Digital Assets
Available

to All
Token
Holders

NFT
Holders

(Weedery club)

NFT
Holders

(Business Club)

Access Weedery Community X X X X

Access Weedery Forum X X X X

Access Weedery Market X X X X

Buy products and services using WDRY digital
currency X X X

Track quality and origin products X X X X

Earn interest by staking WDRY X X X

Invest in Crypto/Cannabis Start-ups X X

Enjoy special deals, promotions and price
discounts

X X

Enjoy a “Trustpilot” for cannabis X X

Play Weedery game (P2E) X X

Make speculative investments X X

Participate in airdrops X X

Get tickets to brand fairs and exclusive
invitations to events

X X

Enjoy exclusive membership in Weedery Club X X

Enjoy exclusive membership in Weedery
Business Club

X

Sell products and services using WDRY digital
currency

X

Explore new business partners and
opportunities

X

Offer products and services in Weedery Market X

Use Weedery Approved Quality Stamp X

Promote products and services in
weedery.world

X

Access Weedery Business Services X
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Weedery Wallet and Plug-in

Token holders have the flexibility of using any wallet supporting BSC, e.g.,
Metamask. The Weedery proprietary wallet is available online, for free, at weed-
ery.com. The Weedery payment plug-in makes it possible for our partners to eas-
ily accept WDRY as a convenient payment method, instead of being dependent
on fiat money. WDRY will also support autonomous agreements in smart con-
tracts.

Weedery Incubator

Weedery Venture is an incubator concept in which we present investors with
unique investment opportunities, hand-picked by our analysts, covering top-
notch cannabis/crypto-related start-ups.

6.Tokenomics
There will be a non-renewable, finite, total supply of 500,000,000 WDRY. 80% of
tokens will not be available for sale, reflecting our strong belief in the utility and
future price development of WDRY, as well as keeping the best of our investors
and community at heart.

Tokens

1 Community incentives 15,0% 75.000.000

2 Marketing 15,0% 75.000.000

3 Founders 12,5% 62.500.000

4 Team 12,5% 62.500.000

5 Private sale 20,0% 100.000.000

6 Liquidity 5,0% 25.000.000

7 Treasury 15,0% 75.000.000

8 Advisors 5,0% 25.000.000

100,0% 500.000.000
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Vesting period in
months

1 Community incentives 12

2 Founders 12

3 Team 12

4 Private sale 12

5 Advisors 12

Token prices – USD
Weedery tokens will be introduced to the public at a market price of 0.04 USD
per token. Early investors have the opportunity of buying maximum 20% of total
token supply. When 20% of tokens are sold, it will be possible for investors to buy
tokens at market prices post official launch.

Vesting Schedule

Founders, advisors, partners, and investors who participate in Weedery, will have
their holdings tied to a linear vesting schedule.


